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Neural synchrony correlates
with surface segregation rules
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joint processing at subsequent levels. Accordingly, when exposed to
plaid stimuli, cells responding to contours of the same surface
should synchronize their responses, and cells activated by contours
belonging to different surfaces should not synchronize. Which cells
are associated with a particular surface depends on transparency
conditions, on the match of the cells' preferred direction of motion
with the direction of motion of the plaid components and on the
spatial relation (overlap, colinearity) of the receptive ®elds (RFs). In
pattern motion, all cells capable of responding to the respective
component motions should synchronize their responses because
they are excited by contours of the same surface. In component
motion, only those cells that respond to the contours of the same
component grating should synchronize. This synchronization
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To analyse an image, the visual system must decompose the scene
into its relevant parts. Identifying distinct surfaces is a basic
operation in such analysis, and is believed to precede object
recognition1,2. Two superimposed gratings moving in different
directions (plaid stimuli) may be perceived either as two surfaces,
one being transparent and sliding on top of the other (component
motion) or as a single pattern whose direction of motion is
intermediate to the component vectors (pattern motion)3±6. The
degree of transparency, and hence the perception, can be manipulated by changing only the luminance of the grating intersections7±12. Here we show that neurons in two visual cortical
areasÐA18 and PMLSÐsynchronize their discharges when
responding to contours of the same surface but not when
responding to contours belonging to different surfaces. The
amplitudes of responses correspond to previously described rate
predictions3,13±16 for component and pattern motion, but, in
contrast to synchrony, failed to re¯ect the transition from component to pattern motion induced by manipulating the degree of
transparency. Thus, dynamic changes in synchronization could
encode, in a context-dependent way, relations among simultaneous responses to spatially superimposed contours and
thereby bias their association with distinct surfaces.
Specialized visual neurons may signal the motion of either the
individual gratings of a plaid (component-selective cells) or of the
global pattern (pattern-selective cells). For the identi®cation of
these cells, responses evoked by single gratings were compared to
those evoked by unambiguous plaid patterns moving in an intermediate direction, and the results indicate that both cell types
exist3,13±16. However, except for a single study in the motion sensitive
area (MT)of monkey visual cortex11, no attempt has been made to
investigate changes in response amplitudes associated with gradual
modi®cations of transparency conditions. Therefore, little is known
about how well individual cells differentiate between component
and pattern motion.
Here, we investigate this question with multi-electrode recordings from neurons located in areas A18 and PMLS (postero-medial
bank of the lateral suprasylvian sulcus) of the cat visual cortex. In
addition, we use cross-correlation analysis to examine the hypothesis that binding of the moving contours into one coherent pattern
or two independently moving gratings is associated with changes in
the synchronization of responses.
Neurons synchronize their discharges with a precision in the
millisecond range if they are activated by single contours, but they
do not synchronize when activated by contours of different
objects17±20. It has been proposed, therefore, that synchronization
serves as a binding mechanism by virtue of selectively raising the
saliency of the synchronized discharges and thereby favouring their
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Figure 1 Dependence of synchrony on transparency conditions and receptive ®eld (RF)
con®guration. a, Stimulus con®guration. b, Synchronization between neurons with nonoverlapping RFs and similar directional preferences recorded from A18 and PMLS. Left,
RF constellation and tuning curves; right, cross-correlograms for responses to a nontransparent (left) and transparent plaid (right) moving in the cells' preferred direction.
Grating luminance was asymmetric to enhance perceptual transparency3. Small dark
correlograms are shift predictors. c, Synchronization between neurons with different
direction preferences recorded from A18 (polar and RF plots, left). Top, correlograms of
responses evoked by a non-transparent (left) and a transparent (right) plaid moving in a
direction intermediate to the cells' preferences. Bottom, correlograms of responses
evoked by a non-transparent plaid with reversed contrast conditions (left), and by a
surface de®ned by coherent motion of intersections (right). Scale on polar plots: discharge
rate in spikes per second. Scale on correlograms: abscissa, shift interval in ms, bin width
1 ms; ordinate, number of coincidences per trial, normalized. Thick line, ®tted gabor
function; w, phase shift. n.s., not signi®cant.
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should be particularly robust for cells with colinearly aligned,
overlapping RFs as these respond to the same bar of a component
grating.
Results of experiments addressing these predictions for cell pairs
with different RF con®gurations are shown in Figs 1±3. Population
data are presented in Fig. 4. Figure 1b shows neurons with nonoverlapping and non-colinear RFs that have similar direction
preference and were recorded simultaneously from areas A18 and
PMLS. These cells synchronized in response to non-transparent
patterns moving in the neurons' preferred direction but not when
activated by a transparent plaid. Figure 1c (top) shows A18 neurons
with non-overlapping RFs and different direction preferences.
These cells too synchronized in the non-transparent condition
when the direction of pattern motion was intermediate between
the cells' preferred directions but not in the transparent condition.
The synchronization in the non-transparent condition was of
similar magnitude for all contrast conditions that bias perception
towards pattern motion (Fig. 1c, compare top and bottom).
Figure 2 shows cells recorded from PMLS that had similar
direction preferences and colinearly aligned overlapping RFs.
These cells synchronized when activated with a single grating
moving in their preferred direction and they continued to discharge
in synchrony when another grating of different orientation and
direction of motion was superimposed, even when transparency
conditions were optimal for component motion. This indicates, as
predicted, that the responses at both sites had remained associated
with contours of the same surface.
To determine whether the degree of synchrony observed with
plaids can be accounted for by linear summation of the synchrony
induced by each grating alone, we calculated a linear predictor from
the sum of coincidences evoked by each grating alone. For neuron
pairs with colinear, overlapping RFs (Fig. 2a), synchrony to plaids
did indeed correspond to the linear predictor. This was not so for
cells with more discordant RFs and differing direction preferences
(Fig. 2b). Their responses exhibited strong synchrony when evoked
with one of the two gratings but this synchrony broke down when a
second transparent grating was superimposed, indicating that
addition of the second grating caused active desynchronization.

a

As predicted, cells at the two sites now respond independently to
contours of different surfaces.
To exclude the possibility that the changes in synchronization
induced by modi®cations of transparency were due to local contrast
changes at the grating intersections rather than to global segmentation processes, we induced the transition from pattern to component motion by changing the ratio (duty cycle) between the width
of white and dark bars of the gratings1,9 (Fig. 3, top). In this case, a
gradual change in stimulus parameters leads to an abrupt change in
®gure±ground assignment. Non-transparent grating intersections
suddenly change to background (®gure±ground reversal) and this is
associated with a sudden switch in perception from pattern to
component motion1,9. These modi®cations in duty cycle induce
exactly the same changes in synchrony as modi®cations of transparency conditions by contrast manipulation of intersections
(Fig. 3). The relations between synchronization strength, the transparency condition, the direction of plaid motion and the direction
preferences of the neuron pairs conform to the predictions (Fig. 3b
and c). Cells with differing direction preferences synchronize
maximally with non-transparent patterns moving in directions
intermediate to the respective preferred directions, but synchrony
breaks down when the plaid becomes transparent (Fig. 3b). Some
residual synchrony remains when the plaid moves in the opposite
direction. In this case synchrony changes only little with transparency, indicating that now both sites respond mainly to contours of
one grating. By contrast, synchrony among cells with overlapping,
colinearly aligned RFs remains unaffected by changes in transparency. Synchrony varies with the direction of plaid movement but
similarly for transparent and non-transparent plaids (Fig. 3c). This
agrees with prediction as responses of cells with colinear RFs always
remain associated with a single contour that may be either part of a
pattern, or one of the two component gratings.
The perceptual switch between component and pattern motion is
abrupt. To determine whether this is also the case for synchronization we measured correlation strength with a sliding window
analysis while introducing gradual changes of duty cycle. For cells
with different direction preference, synchronization broke down
abruptly when the pattern became transparent. Correlation peaks
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Figure 2 Comparison between single gratings and plaids. a, Synchronization between
neurons with similar direction preferences and colinearly arranged, spatially contiguous
RFs recorded from area PMLS. Correlograms are from responses to single gratings
moving in the cells' non-preferred (®rst) and preferred direction (second) and from
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responses to a transparent plaid resulting from a superposition of the two gratings (third
correlogram). The fourth correlogram corresponds to the linear predictor. b, Same
analysis as in a for neurons with spatially segregated RFs and differing direction
preferences recorded from areas A18 and PMLS. Conventions as in Fig. 1.
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remained high and unchanged during the ®rst half of the duty cycle
change and then dropped abruptly below the level of signi®cance.
By contrast, responses of cells with colinearly aligned, overlapping
RFs remained synchronized throughout the change in duty cycle
(Fig. 3d).
Classifying cells as component or pattern selective (see Methods
and refs 13±16) con®rmed that most cells in areas A18 and PMLS of
cat visual cortex are best described as component selective (Fig. 4
top and refs 14±16). Furthermore, classi®cation of cells into
component- and pattern-selective subsets changed only little
when response pro®les were obtained with transparent and nontransparent plaids, respectively, indicating that individual cells do
not differentiate between transparent and non-transparent conditions (Fig. 4a). To quantify this result, we subtracted the responses
obtained with the two different plaid constellations from each other
(component minus pattern condition) and reclassi®ed the cells
(Fig. 4, top right). Almost none of the resulting data points had any
signi®cant correlation with either of the two predictors. This proves
that there is no systematic relation between rate changes of neurons
in A18 and PMLS and transparency modi®cations.
Thus, differential synchronization might be the signal that biases
perception towards component or pattern motion. To quantify
stimulus-dependent changes in synchrony, we performed a splitplot analysis of variance (ANOVA). Synchronization strength was
evaluated for each cell pair for responses evoked with single gratings
and for responses evoked with both transparent and non-transparent plaids moving in the direction intermediate to those preferred
by the respective cells. In the analysis, we also included a linear
predictor of synchrony that corresponds to the correlation strength
that one expects for plaids if correlations result simply from the sum
of the coincidences in the responses to the respective single gratings.
Correlation strength determined for the various conditions
(pattern, component, single grating and linear predictor) was
then related in a multifactorial analysis to the RF con®guration of
the analysed cell pairs. The following parameters were considered:
RF overlap, colinearity of ®elds with similar direction preferences
and difference between direction preferences. This analysis showed
no detectable difference between cell pairs distributed within or
across areas A18 and PMLS, so we pooled the data from all cell pairs.
As predicted, responses of neuron pairs whose RFs differed in all the
chosen categories (position, colinearity and direction preference)
exhibit a highly signi®cant reduction in synchrony when plaids
undergo modi®cations that bias perception from pattern to component motion (P p 0.01, split-plot ANOVA, Fig. 4b). Conversely,
no signi®cant changes in synchrony (P . 0.3) occurred for cell pairs
whose RFs had the same direction preference and were in addition
either overlapping or colinear, conditions in which responses are
likely to result from the same contour.
To illustrate the dependence of synchrony on both the transparency condition and the direction of plaid motion, we plotted
synchronization strength against direction of plaid motion for
transparent and non-transparent plaids as well as for a single grating
(Fig. 4c). In this analysis we included only cells with strong direction
preferences (n = 25) but pooled all pairs with similar and differing
direction preferences. Differences in synchronization were maximal
when plaid motion was in the direction intermediate to those
preferred by the respective cells, the `zero' direction. In this case
non-transparent plaids induced strong synchronization whereas
transparent plaids caused a complete break down of synchrony.
When the direction of movement was offset from `zero' by more
than 308, when one of the component gratings moved in a direction
close to `zero', differences between transparent and non-transparent
conditions were less pronounced, because cells whose direction
preference differed by less than 208 synchronized in both conditions.
Single gratings induced synchrony at all directions of motion that
evoked strong responses at both sites. This indicates that transparent
plaids moving in `zero' direction induce active desynchronization of
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Figure 3 Changes in synchrony induced by manipulating the duty cycle of plaid
components. a, A progressive change in duty cycle induces a change from nontransparent to transparent motion because of a ¯ip in foreground±background
assignment1,9. b, c, Dependence of synchrony on the direction of plaid motion and
transparency conditions for two cell pairs in A18 with discordant (b) and concordant (c)
RFs. Left (synchrony tuning), relative modulation amplitude (MA) of correlation peaks for
different directions of plaid motion (abscissa: 08, horizontal right; 908, vertical up) for nontransparent (dark squares) and transparent (grey circles) plaids. Middle and right, crosscorrelograms for responses to non-transparent and transparent plaids moving in a
direction intermediate between the cells' preferences (b) and in the cells' preferred
direction (c). Bottom, pre-stimulus correlograms and shift predictors. d, Sliding window
analysis (step 100 ms, window 400 ms) of changes of correlation strength (ordinate)
resulting from duty cycle modi®cations (between 0.7 and 0.3, abscissa) for the cell pairs
shown in b (black squares) and c (grey circles).
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Figure 4 Effect of transparency manipulation on response amplitudes and synchrony.
a, Scatter plots identifying cells as component (abscissa) or pattern selective (ordinate)
obtained from responses to non-transparent (left) and transparent plaids (middle).
Continuous lines indicate signi®cance of classi®cation. Cells in upper left and lower right
cases are classi®ed as pattern and component selective, respectively. Cells outside these
regions or inside the curved area are unclassi®ed. Right, classi®cation after subtraction of
responses to non-transparent plaids from those to transparent plaids. Dark squares and
grey circles, stimuli in which either the duty cycle (squares) or the luminance of
intersections (circles) have been manipulated. b, Comparison of correlation strength

(ordinate) for non-transparent (pattern) and transparent (component) plaids, single
gratings (grating) and the linear predictor (pred) for cell pairs with overlapping, colinear
(top) and non-overlapping, dissimilar RFs (bottom). Responses were evoked with plaids
(gratings) moving in a direction intermediate to those preferred by the respective cells.
c, Dependence of correlation strength (ordinate) on stimulus conditions (pattern,
component, grating) and direction of stimulus motion (abscissa) for the subset of cells with
strong directional preferences (n = 25). Zero, stimuli moving in a direction intermediate
(6 308) to the cells' preferred directions; null, direction opposite to zero; . 30 and . 60,
directions offset by at least 308 or 608 from zero.

cells responding to the respective components.
In early visual areas such as those investigated here, most cells are
component speci®c and, as our data indicate, their rate-modulated
responses do not distinguish between pattern and component
motion conditions13±16. This calls for a transparency-sensitive,
rate-independent grouping cue that permits subsequent processing
stages to associate responses with either a single or two different
surfaces. We propose that the differential synchronization of the
responses of component-selective cells described here could serve as
the required grouping signal, because synchrony occurred selectively among exactly those responses that need to be bound to
account for the different perceptions induced by plaids of different
transparency.
For the read-out of these differential synchronization patterns,
two non-exclusive possibilities may be considered. Coincidence
detectors in higher processing areas could transform the synchronized output of cells in A18 and PMLS in rate codes for the various
surfaces in plaid stimuli. Alternatively, the synchronously active
ensembles of neurons distributed across areas A18 and PMLS, and
presumably also other cortical areas, could themselves serve as the
distributed representations of the surfaces. Changes in cortical
synchronization patterns are sensed by output structures such as
the optic tectum21 and can thus lead to modi®cation of eye movements without requiring further decoding22.

In conclusion, the present ®ndings provide evidence that synchronization correlates well with the perceptual segmentation of a
complex visual pattern into distinct, spatially overlapping surfaces.
As no such correlation was found for the rate-modulated responses
of neurons in the cortical areas analysed here, we propose that
synchronization serves to group responses for further joint
M
evaluation.
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Methods

Anaesthesia was induced with ketamine (Ketanest, Parke±Davis, 10 mg kg-1, intramuscular) and xylazine (Rompun, Bayer, 2 mg kg-1, intramuscular), and maintained with a
mixture of 70% N2O and 30% O2 supplemented by 0.5±1.0% halothane. Paralysis was
obtained with pancuronium bromide (Pancuronium, Organon, 0.15 mg kg-1 h-1). Singleor multi-unit activity (306 recording pairs in six animals) was recorded with multiple (up
to four) varnish-coated tungsten electrodes23. Cortical areas A18 and PMLS were
identi®ed on the basis of RF properties and histology24. Signals were band-pass ®ltered
from 1 to 3 kHz and spikes were detected with an amplitude discriminator with the
threshold set to twice the noise level.
Visual stimuli were generated on a computer screen (refresh rate of 100 Hz).
Squarewave gratings were superimposed in a circular display subtending 12±188 of visual
angle. Transparent and non-transparent plaids were interleaved with single gratings and
moved in up to twelve different directions, movement direction changing from trial to trial
in a pseudorandom sequence (20 trials per con®guration).
Plaid velocities (pattern velocity, 8 and 168 s-1), background, grating and intersection
luminances (0.5±140 cd m-2, mean stimulus luminance ,35 cd m-2), duty cycle (around
0.3) and angle between gratings (preferably above 1358) were adjusted to induce strong
perceptual biases. Stimulus conditions were validated by analysing eye movements from
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electro-oculographic recordings in two awake cats and this indicated that the animals
distinguished between component and pattern motion.
Auto- and cross-correlograms were calculated for responses from individual trials with
a resolution of 1.0 ms and averaged over 20 stimulus presentations. Pre-stimulus
correlograms controlled for stimulus independent correlations and shift predictors for
synchronization induced by stimulus-locking25. A damped cosine function was ®tted to
the correlograms to quantify the strength and phase shift of correlations and the frequency
and modulation depth of oscillatory patterning23,26. Correlation strength was assessed
from the modulation amplitude (MA), the ratio between the amplitude of the central peak
of both the ®tted and the raw function (as a control) and the correlogram offset. MA values
obtained with and without normalization to the geometric mean of ®ring rates (normalized coincidences) gave similar results.
A split-plot design27 was applied (ANOVA for repeated measures) to evaluate correlation strength as a function of stimulus (pattern and component motion, single gratings,
linear predictor derived from responses to single gratings) and RF con®guration.
Orientation and direction preferences, and tuning width were determined with vector
averaging methods28,29. Recording sites were classi®ed as having similar orientation
preferences if these differed by less than 208, as having colinear RFs if the offset of the axial
alignment of the RFs was , 20% of the size of the smaller RF, and as having overlapping
RFs if discharge regions (mapped with small moving bars) overlapped. RFs were classi®ed
as directional if the ratio of responses to stimuli in preferred and non-preferred directions
was > 2 (true for 106 pairs). 55 pairs differed and 16 pairs matched in all categories; 25
pairs exhibited strong directional tuning at both sites.
Based on ®ring rate, neurons were classi®ed as component selective if the directional
tuning curve obtained with plaids correlated with that resulting from linear summation of
the responses to the respective component gratings. Conversely, cells were classi®ed as
pattern-selective if the tuning curve obtained with a plaid correlated better with that
resulting from stimulation with a single grating. Computation of statistical boundaries
took into account the number of stimulus directions and the number of stimulus trials.
The partial correlations were computed with the following equation:
Rp  rp 2 rc rpc = 1 2 r 2c  1 2 r2pc 1=2 . Rp, partial correlation coef®cient for the pattern
prediction; rc, correlation coef®cient between the plaid response and the component
model; rp, correlation coef®cient between the plaid response and the pattern model; rpc,
correlation coef®cient for the two models. Also Rc is the partial correlation coef®cient for
the component prediction, obtained by interchanging rp and r13
c .
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Cleavage of amyloid precursor protein (APP) by the b- and gsecretases generates the amino and carboxy termini, respectively,
of the Ab amyloidogenic peptides Ab40 and Ab42Ðthe major
constituents of the amyloid plaques in the brain parenchyma of
Alzheimer's disease patients1. There is evidence that the polytopic
membrane-spanning proteins, presenilin 1 and 2 (PS1 and PS2),
are important determinants of g-secretase activity: mutations
in PS1 and PS2 that are associated with early-onset familial
Alzheimer's disease2,3 increase the production of Ab42 (refs 4±6),
the more amyloidogenic peptide; g-secretase activity is reduced in
neuronal cultures derived from PS1-de®cient mouse embryos7;
and directed mutagenesis of two conserved aspartates in transmembrane segments of PS1 inactivates the ability of g-secretase to
catalyse processing of APP within its transmembrane domain8. It is
unknown, however, whether PS1 (which has little or no homology
to any known aspartyl protease) is itself a transmembrane aspartyl
protease or a g-secretase cofactor, or helps to colocalize g-secretase
and APP. Here we report photoaf®nity labelling of PS1 (and PS2) by
potent g-secretase inhibitors that were designed to function as
transition state analogue inhibitors directed to the active site of an
aspartyl protease. This observation indicates that PS1 (and PS2)
may contain the active site of g-secretase. Interestingly, the intact,
single-chain form of wild-type PS1 is not labelled by an activesite-directed photoaf®nity probe, suggesting that intact wild-type
PS1 may be an aspartyl protease zymogen.
We used L-685,458 (Fig. 1), a potent g-secretase inhibitor9, to
prepare photoaf®nity probes that label the active site of g-secretase.
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tri-NaCitrate and 20% PEG 3350, at a ®nal pH of 7.4 (PEG/Ion Screen, Hampton
Research, San Diego, California) within two weeks at 4 8C. Intact complex was veri®ed by
SDS±polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of washed crystals (see Supplementary Information). Data were collected from a single frozen crystal, cryoprotected in 28.5% PEG
4000 and 10% PEG 400, at beamline 9.6 at the SRS Daresbury, UK.
The data were processed using MOSFLM24 and merged using SCALA25 from the CCP4
package26 (Table 1) The molecular replacement solution for a1-antitrypsin in the complex
was obtained using AMORE27 and the structure of cleaved a1-antitrypsin28 as the search
model. Conventional molecular replacement searches failed to place a model of intact
trypsin29 in the complex, although maps calculated with phases from a1-antitrypsin alone
showed clear density for the ordered portion of trypsin (Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Information). It was immediately apparent that density was only present for about half of
the volume expected to be occupied by intact trypsin. A search model comprising trypsin
residues 27±124 and 230±245 was orientated using AMORE to compute a domain
rotation function30 against structure factors corresponding to a sphere of the ordered
density, which were calculated using the program GHKL (L. Tong, unpublished data). The
position of the oriented model relative to a1-antitrypsin was determined with AMORE
using the original diffraction data. The entire model of trypsin was superimposed on the
fragment and then truncated to the limits of the electron density to provide an initial
model of the complex. The truncated model, to our surprise, was nearly complete in
accounting for the ordered structure contributing to the diffraction data, despite including
only about 50% of the trypsin residues. In fact, the amount of ordered density changed
little throughout the course of re®nement. Completeness of this model was estimated at
99% by a sA-plot computed in the program SIGMAA31. The model comprising a1antitrypsin alone was estimated to be 83% complete, whereas a1-antitrypsin comprises
only 62% of the mass of the complex (sA-plots are included as Supplementary
Information). The ®nal molecular model was achieved through an iterative procedure of
rebuilding using XtalView and re®nement in CNS32 using a maximum likelihood target33.
Statistics for data processing, re®nement and for the ®nal model are given in Table 1.
Figures were made using the programs Molscript34, Bobscript35 and Raster3D36.
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Figure 5 of this paper contained an error. The lower right-hand box
in the reaction scheme, which read `FADH- TrpH TrpH TrpH1',
should have read `FADH- TrpH TrpH Trp1'.
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In Fig. 1b of this Letter, the scale bar for the repetitive ®elds should
be half as large as it was printed. In Fig. 1c, the label that reads PMLS
should read A18.
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